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Delphi Planning

- RAND created to get everyone's expertise
- Aggregates individual estimates
- A talking tool...
- Do first round in class
- Revise and submit with report C: Design Development
In Class, today

☐ Agree on tasks and their constituents
☐ Write down estimates of time on individual sheets
☐ Compare results, discuss
☐ Select best estimate
☐ Aggregate, sequence, parallelize, find critical path
☐ At 2:10, report to entire class total hours
For C: Report

☐ Review actual hours and update using the method

☐ Create table showing (I will send out an Excel spreadsheet for this):

☐ estimated, actual (if completed), names

☐ hours expended/projected for each week for whole team until due
Coming Attractions

☐ for Monday after break:
  ☐ Team project “budget” due
  ☐ read DG chapter 7
     ☐ Arul and Manas -- send me stuff by noon Monday
  ☐ Get going on the project!